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Abstract: Visual Cryptography is the technique that divides the secret image into n number of shares. Each share consists of some
information and when k shares out of n stack together the secret will reveal. However; less than k shares are not work. Color visual
cryptography (VC) is a scheme of providing security to a color secret image by encrypting it into n color halftone image shares. A visual
cryptogram scheme consists of an encryption algorithm by which a secret image is divided into a set of shares and a decryption algorithm
which is used to recover the secret image by staking the shares. In this paper we introduced the concept of visual information pixel (VIP)
synchronization and error diffusion to attain a color visual cryptography encryption method that produces meaningful color shares with
high visual quality. VIP synchronization retains the positions of pixels carrying visual information of original images throughout the 3
color channels and error diffusion diffuses the errors generates shares pleasant to human eyes.
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1.

Introduction

VISUAL CRYPTOGRAPHY (VC) is a type of secret sharing
scheme introduce by Naor and Shamir[1]. Visual
cryptography is based on cryptography in which n images are
divided into n number of shares where each share consists of
some information about the original image. When k share out
of n stack together secret will reveal less than k share does not
reveal secret.
Consider a binary secret message image E and a set of n
participant sharing E. A k out of n visual secret sharing
scheme encrypt E into n transparencies (called shares) which
are distributed to the n participant one by one in a such a way
that only when k or more share are stacked together can the
participant see E by their visual system .while less than k
share does not reveal the secret information about E.
There are several method of visual cryptography such as
optimal contrast k out of n scheme, general access structure
scheme, halftone image scheme, extended visual
cryptography scheme, extended EVC scheme [2]-[3][4][5]
This paper introduces a color VC encryption method which
leads to meaningful shares and is free of the previously
mentioned limitations. The method is simple and efficient. It
relies on two fundamental principles used in the generation of
shares, namely, error diffusion and VIP synchronization.
Error diffusion is a simple but efficient algorithm for image
halftone generation
1.1 VIP Synchronization
It is also called visual information pixel synchronization. VIP
synchronization is used to carry the information about the
original value of pixel. Synchronization of the VIPs across
the color channels improves the visual contrast of shares. In
color VC schemes, the colors of encrypted pixels and the
contrast can be degraded due to random matrix permutation
[6]. Random matrix permutations are key security features in
VC schemes. In grayscale VC schemes, it does not affect the
visual quality; however, in color schemes, independent
execution of random matrix permutation for each color
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channel can cause color distortion by placing VIPs at random
positions in sub pixels which finally degrades the visual
quality. VIP synchronization prevents the color and contrast
of original images from degradation even with matrix
permutation.
Random matrix permutations are key security features in VC
schemes. In grayscale VC schemes, it does not affect the
visual quality; however, in color schemes, independent
execution of random matrix permutation for each color
channel can cause color distortion by placing VIPs at random
positions in sub pixels which finally degrades the visual
quality. VIP synchronization prevents the color and contrast
of original images from degradation even with matrix
permutation.
1.2 Error Diffusion
Error Diffusion is simple and effective technique used to
improve the quality of generated shares[7]. The quantization
error at each pixel is filtered and fed back to future input. The
error filter is designed in a way that the low frequency
differences between the input and output images are
minimized and consequently it produces pleasing halftone
images to human vision.

2.

Related Work

Some previous work related to visual cryptography is
described in this section. Several new methods for VC have
been introduced recently in the literature. Blundo [3]
proposed an optimal contrast k-out-of-n scheme to alleviate
the contrast loss problem in the reconstructed images.
Ateniese [4] proposed a more general method for VC scheme
based upon general access structure. The access structure is a
specification of qualified and forbidden subsets of shares.
The participants in a qualified subset can recover the secret
image while the participants in a forbidden subset cannot.
The VC scheme concept has been extended to grayscale
share images rather than binary image shares [5]–[6]. Blundo
[7] proposed VC schemes with general access structures for
grayscale share images. Hou [8] transformed a gray-level
image into halftone images and then applied binary VC
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schemes to generate grayscale shares. Although the secret
image is grayscale, shares are still constructed by random
binary patterns carrying visual information which may lead to
suspicion of secret encryption [9] developed a method of
extended visual cryptography (EVC) in which shares contain
not only the secret information but are also meaningful
images. Hypergraph colorings are used in constructing
meaningful binary shares. Since hypergraph colorings are
constructed by random distributed pixels, the resultant binary
shares contain strong white noise leading to inadequate
results. Wang [10] generalized the Ateniese’s scheme using
concatenation of basis matrices and the extended matrices
collection to achieve more simpler deviation of basis matrices.
Nakajima [11] extended EVC to a scheme with natural
grayscale images to improve the image quality. Zhou et al.
[12] used halftoning methods to produce good quality
halftone shares in vc.

3. Proposed Work
3.1 Architecture of Proposed System
Visual cryptography scheme for secret image sharing using

Error diffusion required following steps.

Here each sub pixel m carries visual information as well as
message information, while other methods extra pixels are
needed in addition to the pixel expansion to produce
meaningful shares. Since each VIP is placed at the same bit
position in sub pixels across the three color channels, VIP
represents accurate colors of the original image.
3.1.3 Stribution of matrices across color channel
This algorithm produces encryption shares Xi An example of
the matrices distribution for (2, 2)-color EVC scheme shows
the matrices distribution along with each message pixel. Each
binary bit on three color channels of message pixel is
expanded into four sub pixels on corresponding color
channels throughout the encryption shares by taking the
matrix S0 and S1 according to its bit value. Since the VIPs are
placed at the same spot on the row in matrices S0 and S1 each
encrypted sub pixels has the VIPs at the same positions
throughout the color channels, where colored in gray in the
figure. This feature makes the shares carry accurate colors of
the original image after encryption. the decryption
mechanism by the unit of sub pixels showing how they
present the desired color of the original message pixel.
Regardless of the VIP values which will be decided in the
error diffusion stage, the decrypted sub pixels reveal the color
of the message pixel X(p,q) with contrast loss. Since the
matrices S1 and S0 with contrast loss. Since the matrices are
derived in a way way that the contrast difference is α , the
decrypted sub pixels show the intended color of the message
pixel with probability α .

Message bit

Random column permutation P(S0,S1)

Figure 1: Step required for proposed systems
3.1.1
RGB to CMY conversion
First convert the message image into CMY (cyne ,magenta.
yellow) format.
3.1.2
Construction of matrix with VIP synchronization
The encryption method focuses on VIP synchronization
across 3 color channels. VIPs are pixels on the encrypted
shares that have color values of the original images, which
make the encrypted shares meaningful. In each of the m sub
pixels of the encrypted share, there are ƛ number of VIPs,
denoted as Ci and the remaining (m-ƛ) pixels deliver the
message information of the secret message image.

Subpixels X1(p’, q’)of Subpixels X2(p’, q’)of
Share 1 share2

Encrypted subpixel of share 1
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Encryped subpixel of share 2
Fig 2 General illustration of matrices distribution of (2,
2)-color EVC. (a) Matrices distribution along with a message
pixel. Every message pixel composed of 3 b is encoded into
four subpixels for each color channel by referring the bit
value on each channel of message bit. The positions of VIPs
across color channels where colored in gray are preserved
after encryption.
3.1.4 Generation of shares via Error Diffusion
Once the matrices S0,S1 processed across the channels
completed ,a half toning algorithm is applied to generate the
final encrypted shares. Error diffusion is used in our scheme
as it is simple and effective. The quantization error at each
pixel is filtered and fed back to future inputs. Fig. 4 shows a
binary error diffusion diagram designed for our scheme. To
produce the ith halftone share, each of the three color layers
are fed into the input. The process of generating halftone
shares via error diffusion is similar to that shown in Fig.1
except that Fi.j(m, n) is a (m, n) i th pixel on the input channel
j(1≤ i ≤ n, 1≤ j ≤ 3) of ith share.
The other difference between our scheme from standard error
diffusion is that the message information components, non ,
are predefined on the input shares such that they are not
modified during the halftone process, i.e., the process is
applied when the input is ci Fig. 4 depicts this process. 1s and
0s in black are message information pixels that should not be
modified and those are in red are VIPs that are already
defined by the error diffusion. The ci are also VIPs whose
values are to be decided by referring the corresponding pixel
values of original images and errors from neighboring pixels
when the error filter window comes. Non Ci elements,
however, still affect di,j(m, n) and the quantization error
ei,j(m, n) when they are calculated in the filter window.
The non elements may increase quantization errors added to
the shares, but in turn, these errors are diffused away to
neighboring pixels. The visual quality of shares via error
diffusion can be improved through edge enhancement
methods. The measure of a particular half toning algorithm is
its performance in DC regions and its performance near edges
or in areas of high frequency image content can be
manipulated through pre filtering the image prior to half
toning.
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Figure 4: (a) Block diagram of error diffusion with share
encryption (b)Visualization of error diffusion with VIP
3.1.5 Decryption of shares
Decryption of share perform by simply stacking share1 and
share 2 it reveal the secret of original image.

Subpixels X1(p’, q’)of Subpixels X2(p’, q’)of
Share 1 share2

Decrypted subpixel
Fig3:- Decryption example of subpixels. Regardless of VIP
values, the decrypted subpixels represent the intended color,
the same as that of the original message pixel, where colored
in gray. The
represents the logical “OR” operation.

4. Simulation Results
This section presents the information regarding input secret
image for encryption, meaningful shares or half toned shares
used for encryption process and reconstructed image.
A. Original Secret Image for 2 out of 2 and 4 out of 4 VCS
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Figure A: Original Secret Image
E. Decryption if share
B. Colour Images

Figure B: Actual Colour Image
C. After Embedding Secret image into Shares
I. Meaningful Shares for 2 out of 2 VCS after Encryption

5. Conclusion
From the above result it is clear that visual information pixel
synchronization and error diffusion technique improves the
quality of shares. There is trade of contrast between the
encryption and decryption of shares. Error diffusion is used to
construct the shares such that the noise introduced by the
preset pixels are diffused away to neighbors when encrypted
shares are generated.
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